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ABSTRACT
The low-thermal-expansion materials (LTEMs) used in extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUVL) must have an ultralow
coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) on the order of 10-9 K-1. Unfortunately, the resolution of commercial dilatometers
is too low to accurately measure the properties of LTEMs for EUVL. So, we have developed a practical dilatometer
tailored to meet EUVL requirements. It is based on the double-path heterodyne interferometer technology developed by
AIST1. This technology has the advantage of providing absolute CTE measurements, which means direct measurement
of the change in specimen length with an interferometer. The design of the dilatometer has been optimized to yield highprecision measurements, and it should enable displacement measurements to be made with a resolution of better than one
nanometer.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Need of metrology for EUVL LTEMs
Even small variations in the thermal expansion of the optics and mask substrate during EUVL cause errors in a
printed pattern. In order to eliminate this problem, EUVL requires a material with a much lower CTE than quartz, which
is commonly used in conventional optical lithography. More specifically, the SEMI standards specify a CTE of less than
±5 ppb/K for a temperature change between 19°C and 25°C. One LTEM candidate is low-thermal-expansion glass.
Amorphous glass and glass ceramics are typical LTEMs; and ULE® 2-3 and ZERODUR®4-5 are well-known commercial
LTEMs. The increasing interest in EUVL has led many material suppliers to launch LTEM development projects. A
greater number of participating companies should lead to higher-quality materials, lower costs, and faster progress in
R&D. However, the fact that there are no commercial dilatometers with a measurement resolution on the order of 1
ppb/K is an obstacle to research in this field. So, there is a strong demand among LTEM suppliers for a metrology that
suits EUVL requirements.
1.2. Metrology development scheme
In 2003, a metrology development team was formed. It consists of the Association of Super-Advanced Electronics
Technologies (ASET), the National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST), and companies
interested in EUVL LTEMs: Asahi Glass Co. Ltd., Ohara Inc., Kyosera Co. Ltd., Shin-Etsu Chemical Co. Ltd., Toshiba
Ceramics Co. Ltd., Tosho Co. Ltd., and Nihon Seratec Co. Ltd. The goal was the development of a practical dilatometer
with a resolution of 1 ppb/K (repeatability: 3σ). AIST possesses high-precision CTE metrology based on an optical
heterodyne interferometer. It has the advantage of providing absolute CTE measurements, which means the direct
measurement of the change in sample length with an interferometer. We constructed a dilatometer using this technology
as a foundation.
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2.

METHODOLOGY

2.1. Principle of measurement
AIST investigated ways to improve the accuracy of material characterization and developed a new CTE
metrology. In this metrology, the CTE is obtained by measuring how much the length of a sample changes for a precisely
controlled change in temperature. The CTE, α, in units of inverse Kelvins is given by

α=

∆L 1
⋅
L0 ∆T

,

(1)

where L0 is the initial sample length, ∆T is the change in temperature, and ∆L is the change in sample length.
Since our focus is on CTE metrology for LTEMs, we need to measure very small changes in length. Optical
interferometry6-7 is commonly used for this purpose. Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the double-path optical
heterodyne interferometer developed by AIST. The system is based on two key technologies. One is an optical
heterodyne interferometer, which is the type of interferometer that provides the highest resolution8-11 because it detects a
change in sample length as a phase difference in light, which is then converted to an electrical output signal. The other is
a double-path interferometer, which increases the sensitivity to changes in length by a factor of four and cancels out the
tilt of a sample.
The principle of measuring a change in length with an optical heterodyne interferometer is as follows: Er and Es
are the electric-field components of two laser beams with different frequencies. They are given by

Er = ar cos (2πf r t + φr )

(2)

E s = a s cos (2π f s t + φ s ) ,

(3)

where ar are as are the amplitudes, fr and fs are the frequencies, and ϕr and ϕs are the phases of the two beams. The
intensity, I, of the superimposed beams is then

I = E s + Er

2

(4)

=

a s + ar
+ 2as ar cos{2π ( f s − f r )t + (φ s − φ r )}
2

(5)

=

as + ar
+ 2as ar cos{2πf b t + ∆φ } ,
2

(6)

2

2

2

2

where fb and ∆ϕ are the beat frequency and phase difference between Er and Es, respectively. An optical heterodyne
interferometer uses two pairs of laser beams with different frequencies. One pair constitutes the reference light, and the
other is used for measurement. For the reference light, the phase difference is constant throughout a measurement
because the optical path length remains the same. For the measurement light, the phase difference changes as the optical
path length changes due to the thermal expansion or contraction of a sample. The change in sample length is obtained
from the formula

∆(φs − φr ) =

2π∆L

λ

,

where the left side is the change in the phase difference between the reference and measurement light. In addition, the
resolution of phase-difference detection is less than 1/1000 of a fringe, which is equivalent to a resolution of less than
one nanometer for length measurements.
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3.

DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF THE DILATOMETER

3.1. Design of dilatometer
In order to optimize the design of the dilatometer for high precision, the uncertainty factors involved were
investigated and the key hardware technologies were considered. The factors determining the overall uncertainty of a
CTE measurement9 are contained in the following formula:
 δl 
 α
 l  sp

δα total = 

  δl 

  l  L

+ δ 

1 δ (∆T ) 
+
α ,
∆T  ∆T T

(8)

where the first term is related to sample length (L); the second, to the change in sample length (∆L); and the third, to the
change in temperature (∆T). It is possible to measure the length of a sample with an accuracy of tens of micrometers, and
the contribution of this factor to the uncertainty is on the order of a few parts per trillion. So, the influence of the first
term on the overall uncertainty is quite small.
The second term of (8) can be expanded into
  δl 
δ  
  l  L

  δl 

  l  las

= δ 

  δl 

  l  fri

+ δ 

  δl 

  l  tilt

+ δ 

  δl 

  l  mir

+ δ 

  δl 

  l  air

+ δ 

,

(9)

where the terms on the right side, in order, are related to the stability of the laser wavelength, measurement of the phase
difference, the difference in sample length due to the tilt of the sample during measurement, the uniformity of the
reflector thickness, and fluctuations in the refractive index of air. Each of these terms is discussed below.
The first term of (9) can be written
  δl 
δ  
  l  las

=

4 L0

λ

⋅ δλ ,

(10)

where L0 is the initial sample length, and 4L0 is the optical path difference (OPD). The contribution of this term to the
uncertainty is estimated to be 0.1 ppb/K when the stability of the laser wavelength is 10-9.
The second term of (9) can be written
  δl
δ 
  l



 fri

= δ (∆ (φ1 − φ 2 )) ⋅

λ l
⋅
,
2π l0

(11)

The accuracy of the phase-difference measurement is determined by the performance of the lock-in amplifier. The
contribution of this term to the uncertainty is estimated to be 0.1 ppb/K for a lock-in amplifier with an accuracy of 0.05°.
The third term of (9) is given by
  δl 
δ  
  l  tilt

= L0 × (1 − cos θ ) ≅ L0θ 2 ,

(12)

Figure 2 is a photograph of a sample attached to the sample stand with optical cement. Together they form an inverted Tshape. This structure was deemed best for avoiding sample tilt. However, one potential problem is that heat could deform
the contact plate and Peltier device under the stand, causing the sample to tilt. For a sample tilt of 30 seconds, for
instance, the contribution to the uncertainty is estimated to be 1 ppb/K, which is large.
The fourth term of (9) can be written
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  δl
δ 
  l



 mir

= δ t mir ⋅ α mir ,

(13)

where δtmir and αmir are the uniformities of the thickness of the reflecting film and the CTE, respectively. The thermal
expansion of the reflecting film itself produces a difference in thickness between the film on the top of a sample and the
film on the sample stand, thus giving rise to error in the CTE measurement. The contribution of this factor to the
uncertainty is below 1 ppt for film with a thickness of 600 nm and a uniformity of 20%.
The fifth term of (9) is the contribution to the uncertainty from fluctuations in the refractive index of air. This factor
can be made negligible by performing measurements in a vacuum chamber.
The uncertainty factors8 related to the control and determination of the temperature are

( )

 δ ∆T 
 ∆T 
T


δ

(∆T )



∆T

=


 res

δ

(∆T )



∆T

+


 flc

δ

(∆T )



∆T

+


 cal

,

(14)

where the terms on the right side, in order, are for the resolution of temperature measurements, temperature fluctuations
inside a sample, and the calibration error of the sensors. The sizes of the errors are 1 mK (for a Pt thermistor), 50 mK
(result of preliminary experiment), 5 mK (guaranteed performance), respectively. The total error for temperature control
is mainly determined by the second term of (14), and that contribution to the uncertainty is estimated to be 0.1 ppb/K

3.2. Construction of dilatometer
As described above, the uncertainty factors were investigated, and their contributions were estimated under typical
conditions. The results, summarized in Table 1, reveal the key points that need to be considered in the design of a
dilatometer. The light source for the interferometer is a frequency-stabilized laser (stability: 10-11). The structure of the
components of the dilatometer around a sample is optimized to suppress sample tilt. Figure 3 illustrates the internal
structure of the sample chamber. In addition, CLEARSERAM Z-HS (OHARA Inc.) is used for the support that holds the
Peltier device.
Constant-temperature blocks and a Peltier device keep the temperature inside a sample uniform. Figure 4 illustrates
the precision thermal control unit for a sample. The sample temperature is mainly determined by the constanttemperature blocks; and the thermal conduction from the sample to the contact plate is regulated by the Peltier device to
improve the uniformity of the sample temperature.
These component technologies have been combined in the construction of a dilatometer. The flow chart in Fig. 5
shows how the system operates. A personal computer (PC) automatically controls the temperature and takes
measurements. The change in sample length is determined using a digital lock-in amplifier; and the PC automatically
collects the data. The photographs in Fig. 6 show (a) the vacuum chamber, (b) the optics of the interferometer, and (c)
the inside of the vacuum chamber.

4. RESULTS
4.1. Measurement of CTE of quartz
The CTE of commercial quartz was measured to test the capabilities of the dilatometer. The temperature was cycled
through the temperatures 19°C, 22°C, and 25°C; and the phase difference was measured at each step. The holding time at
each temperature was 10 hours. The results in Fig. 7 show (a) phase difference, (b) average sample temperature, and (c)
uniformity of sample temperature. The CTE was calculated from the change in phase difference for each change in
temperature, and the results are shown in Table. 2. The average CTE was found to be about 0.46 ppm for the temperature
change between 19°C and 22°C, and about 0.47 ppm for the change between 22°C and 25°C. These values are consistent
with the known CTE of quartz. In addition, the temperature uniformity inside a sample during a measurement was about
60 mK or less. The CTEs of LTEMs are now being measured, and the results will be presented in a future report.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
A dilatometer specialized to meet the requirements of EUVL has been developed by ASET, AIST and a group of
LTEM suppliers. It performs absolute measurements using a double-path optical heterodyne interferometer. The
uncertainty factors involved in CTE measurements were investigated, and the results were used to optimize the design. A
prototype was constructed and used to measure the CTE of quartz. The measurements were successful, and the values
obtained are consistent with known values. Plans call for a rigorous evaluation of the performance of the dilatometer
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of high-precision CTE measurement equipment developed by AIST.

It is used for calibration.

Fig. 2. Photograph of quartz sample for CTE measurement.

Table 1. Uncertainty factors and estimated values for CTE measurements.
α: 5 ppb/K; sample length: 100 mm; ∆T: 2 K
Uncertainty factor
ⅰ） Sample length measurement

Typical value

Contribution to uncertainty ［Ｋ -1］

1.0E-5 ［m］

5.00E-13

ⅱ） Sample length diversification measuremnt(overall)

Laser wave-length stability（ Random）
Phase difference measurement（ Random）
Sample inclination（ Systematic ）
Uniformity of reflector thickness （ Systematic ）
ⅲ） Temparature control & decision

1.54E-09
1.0E-9

2.00E-10

0.05 ［ deg］

4.37E-10

30 ［ s］

1.06E-09

90 ［ nm］

1.08E-12

0.1 ［ K ］

2.50E-10

Total uncertainty（ⅰ＋ⅱ＋ⅲ）
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1.79E-09

Fig. 3. Internal structure of sample chamber.

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of precision thermal-control unit for sample.

Fig. 5. Flow chart showing operation of high-precision CTE measurement system.
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(a)

(b)
(c)
Fig. 6. Photographs of high-precision CTE measurement system:
(a) sample chamber and interferometer unit, (b) optics of interferometer, and (c) interior of sample chamber.
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Fig. 7. CTE measurement data for quartz sample:
(a) phase difference, (b) average temperature of sample, and (c) range of sample temperatures.

Table 2. Results for two measurements of CTE of quartz sample. [ppm]
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T1

T2

Meas.1

Meas.2

Δ(Meas.2-Meas.2)

19

22

0.460

0.464

0.004

22

25

0.470

0.471

0.001
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